Highly Sensitive Assay of Methyltransferase Activity Based on an Autonomous Concatenated DNA Circuit.
Methyltransferase-involved DNA methylation is one of the most important epigenetic processes, making the ultrasensitive MTase assay highly desirable in clinical diagnosis as well as biomedical research. Traditional single-stage amplification means often achieve linear amplification that might not fulfill the increasing demands for detecting trace amount of target. It is desirable to construct multistage cascaded amplifiers that allow for enhanced signal amplifications. Herein, a powerful nonenzymatic MTase-sensing platform is successfully engineered based on a two-layered DNA circuit, in which the upstream catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA) circuit successively generates DNA product that could be used to activate the downstream hybridization chain reaction (HCR) circuit, resulting in the generation of a dramatically amplified fluorescence signal. In the absence of M.SssI MTase, HpaII endonuclease could specifically recognize the auxiliary hairpin substrate and then catalytically cleave the corresponding recognition site, releasing a DNA fragment that triggers the CHA-HCR-mediated FRET transduction. Yet the M.SssI-methylated hairpin substrate could not be cleaved by HpaII enzyme, and thus prohibits the CHA-HCR-mediated FRET generation, providing a substantial signal difference with that of MTase-absent system. Taking advantage of the high specificity of multiple-guaranteed recognitions of MTase/endonuclease and the synergistic amplification features of concatenated CHA-HCR circuit, this method enables an ultrasensitive detection of MTase and its inhibitors in serum and E. coli cells. Furthermore, the rationally assembled CHA-HCR also allows for probing other different biotransformations through a facile design of the corresponding substrates. It is anticipated that the infinite layer of multilayered DNA circuit could further improve the signal gain of the system for accurately detecting other important biomarkers, and thus holds great promise for cancerous treatment and biomedical research.